
Report on Meeting with DG:AIR, Ms Ira Joshi ji 

----------------------------------------------------------------- 

On the pursuation of ADTEA HQ, meeting with DG:AIR, Ms Ira Joshi  ji held today ie on 30 June 2020,in 

the Feldon Hall,Akashwani Bhawan, Sansad Marg, New Delhi. From Association side I ( Anil Kumar 

Gupta, General Secretary ),Shri U K Joshi, Additional General Secretary and Shri Satnarain Zonal 

Executive was present.  ADTEA HQ welcomed her by presenting flower booke on assuming Charge of 

DG:AIR. The following major issues were discussed with her: 

1. MACP to all eligible staff,which has been put on hold due to reason not known.  

2. EA  replacement scale order as per The Cabinet decision, of Govt of India dt. 06/11/1997 in the scale 

of 2000-3200/ 6500-10500(in 5th pay commission).ADTEA HQ given him a PPT on it.  

3. Renewal of ADTEA recognition for 5 years as recommended by previous DG Shri F Sahayar ji.Also 

brought in her knowledge that one DDA misused the powers of DG AIR. It is to be noted that DG AIR 

never given his approval on file to invite "AADEE " to participate in ongoing renewal process as AADEE 

not followed the instructions of DG AIR and DG AIR has recommended renewal of ADTEA for another 5 

years.  

4. Extension of Notional benefit to recently promoted AE's as per Honourable CAT Earnaculam bench. 

She assured to solve these issues. Due to shortage of time few issues were not discussed with her,as 

She(DG) was going to Ministry for some urgent meeting. 

Friends, newly formed Association was blaiming to ARTEE that their leadership failed to get official 

meetings  with DG,Secretary and Minister, so everyone should note down that ADTEA HQ succeeded to 

have meeting with DG:AIR,The Secretary I & B and with Honourable the Minister ( although it was very 

short and Honourable assured us to give proper time in near days ).  

So all Subordinate staff is invited to join ADTEA, we assure all of you to give peace of mind by solving 

your core issues ie upgradation and merger of tech cadre as Junior  Broadcast Engineer and merger of 

EA/SEA as Broadcast Engineer. ACP to all Helpers. If we unite under one umbrella, we will win the race. 

 

Anil Kumar Gupta  

General Secretary ADTEA 


